






































These are unprecedented times for everyone. Parents and caregivers of young children 
have a unique challenge. Managing our own emotions, along with theirs, is extra hard 
when sharing space with little to no breaks. Our children need us now more than ever. 
My older daughter’s is 5 and I’ve had to learn how to actively manage her emotions and 
nervous systems as well as my own.

I developed this story by pulling from my background as a bilingual pediatric 
speech-language pathologist. Talking about emotions, expectations and change outright, 
helps children “get on board” and understand all the “whys.” The brain learns best when 
it is not stressed. Carol Gray’s Social Story™ design, which is effective for children with 
Autism, came to mind as I began this project. The style of Gray’s stories presents new 
information in a digestible way to support children in learning new skills, particularly during 
this stressful time.

I wrote the story in the first-person to write a new mental script for the audience. The mind 
hears it as truth. This is called error-less learning. It’s why affirmations are so effective.  



Now, more than ever people of all ages need effective tools to find calm. Some of the 
calming strategies are Somatic Experiencing techniques designed to regulate the nervous 
systems. These are universal tools for self-care. 

The story was written for preschool and early elementary school-aged children (along with 
your own inner child.) When you read it to kids, make any specific changes that fit your 
situation. For example, on the grief page list your child’s most missed things. The more 
specific and individual the story the more effective it is.

Please know you are not alone and asking for help as an adult does not make you weak  
or suggest you’ve “failed” in any way.

Kindly,
Emily
 
Follow for more ideas and resources
Instagram: @emily.adler.mosqueda 
Facebook: My Big Feelings
MyBigFeelings.com



A little special nook where your child  
can take some space.  
(space in a closet, recycled box,  
under a bed, etc.)



Throw balled up socks or other soft items  
at an inanimate target as a controlled way 
to release pent up energy.

Pretend to smell something like a flower (inhale), and 
pretend to blow on something like a candle (exhale).  
Visualizing the actions helps children better under-
stand the concept of taking calming breaths.



Calming smells like lavender can help 
calm small as well as big people.

Move your body and get fresh air. 
(as you’re able to safely)



Blowing bubbles can be a 
nice activity to encourage 
calming breaths, and  
sparking smiles.
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